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male worshippers at the temple, but in practice they bestow them indiscrimi
nately. Children born of such unions belong to the deity. As the wives of a 
god, these sacred women may not marry. But they are not bound to the serv
ice of the divinity for life. Some only bear his name and sacrifice to him on 
their birthdays. 2 

134. It deserves to be remarked that the supernatural being to whom 
women are married is often a god or spirit of water. Thus Mukasa, the god of 
the Victoria Nyanza lake, who was propitiated by the Baganda every time they 
undertook a long voyage, had virgins provided for him to serve as his wives. 
Like the Vestals they were bound to chastity, but unlike the Vestals they seem 
to have been often unfaithful. The custom lasted until Mwanga was converted 
to Christianity .1 In Kengtung, one of the principal Shan states of Upper 
Burma, the spirit of the Nawng Tung lake is regarded as very powerful, and is 
propitiated with offerings in the eighth month {about July) of each year. A 
remarkable feature of the worship of this spirit co.nsists in the dedication to 
him of four virgins in marriage. Custom requires that this should be done 
once in every three years. It was actually done by the late king or chief (Saw
bwa), in 1893, but down to 1901 the rite had not been performed by his suc
cessor. 2 When the Arabs conquered Egypt they learned that at the annual rise 
of the Nile the Egyptians were wont to deck a young virgin in gay apparel and 
throw her into the river as a sacrifice, in order to obtain a plentiful inunda
tion. The Arab general abolished the barbarous custom. 3 It is said that under 
the Tang dynasty the Chinese used to marry a young girl to the Yellow River 
once a year by drowning her in the water. For this purpose the witches chose 
the fairest damsel they could find and th~mselves superintended the fatal mar
riage.4 A usage of the same sort is reported to have prevailed in the Maldive 
Islands before the conversion of the inhabitants to Islam. The famous Arab 
traveller Ibn Batutah has described the custom and the m~er in which it 
came to an end. He was assured by several trustworthy natives, whose names 
he gives, that when the people of the islands were idolaters there appeared to 
them every month an evil spirit among the jinn, who came from across the sea 
in the likeness of a ship full of burning lamps. The wont of the inhabitants, as 
soon as they perceived him, was to take a young virgin, and, having adorned 
her, to lead her to a heathen temple that stood on the shore, with a window 
looking out to sea. There they left the damsel for the night, and when they 
came back in the morning they found her a maid no more, and dead. Every 
month they drew lots, and he upon whom the lot fell gave up his daughter to 
the jinnee of the sea. 5 

135. Ibn Batutah's narrative of the demon lover and his mortal brides 
closely resembles a well-known type of folk-tale, of which versions have been 
found from Japan and Annam in the East to Senegambia, Scandinavia, and 
Scotland in the West. The story varies in details from people to people, but as 
commonly told it runs thus. A certain country is infested by a many-headed 
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serpent, dragon, or other monster, which would destroy the whole people if a 
human victim, generally a virgin, were not delivered up to him periodically. 
Many victims have perished, and at last it has fallen to the lot of. the king's 
own daughter to be sacrificed. She is exposed to the monster, but the hero of 
the tale, generally a young man of humble birth, interposes in her behalf, slays 
the monster, and receives the hand of the princess as his reward. In many of 
the tales the monster, who is sometimes described as a serpent, inhabits the 
water of a sea, a lake, or a fountain. In other versions he is a serpent or dragon 
who takes possession of the springs of water, and only allows the water to flow 
or the people to make use of it on condition of receiving a human victim.1 

It would probably be a mistake to dismiss all these tales as pure inventions 
of the story-teller. Rather we may suppose that they reflect a real custom of 
sacrificing girls or women to be the wives of water-spirits, who are very often 
conceived as great. serpents or dragons. 

136. Now, besides the King of the Wood, an important figure in the grove 
at Nemi was the water-nymph Egeria, who was worshipped by pregnant 
women because she, like Diana, could grant them an easy delivery. From this 
it seems fairly safe to conclude that, like many other springs, the water of 
Egeria was credited with a power of facilitating conception as well as delivery. 
The votive offerings found on the spot, which clearly refer to the begetting of 
children, may possibly have been dedicated to Egeria rather than to Diana, or 
perhaps we should rather say that the water-nymph Egeria is only another 
form of the great nature-goddess Diana herself, the mistress of sounding rivers 
as well as of umbrageous woods, 1 who had her home by the lake and her mir
ror in its calm waters, and whose Greek counterpart Artemis loved to haunt 
meres and springs. 2 The identification of Egeria with Diana is confirmed by a 
statement of Plutarch that Egeria was one of the oak-nymphs3 whom the 
Romans believed to preside over every green oak-grove;4 for while Diana 
was a goddess of the woodlands in general she appears to have been intimately 
associated with oaks in particular, especially at her sacred grove of Nemi.11 

Perhaps, then, Egeria was the fairy of a spring that flowed from the roots of a 
sacred oak. This would explain the more than mortal wisdom with which, ac
cording to tradition, Egeria inspired her royal husband or lover Numa. When 
we remember how very often in early society the king is held responsible for 
the fall of rain and the fruitfulness of the earth, it seems hardly rash to con
jecture that in the legend of the nuptials of Numa and Egeria we have a remi
niscence of a sacred marriage which the old Roman kings regularly contracted 
with a goddess of vegetation and water for the purpose of enabling him to 
discharge his divine or magical functions. In such a rite the part of the god
dess might be played either by an image or a woman, and if by a woman, 
probably by the Queen. H there is any truth in this conjecture, we may sup
pose that the King and Queen of Rome impersonated the god and goddess at 
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their marriage, exactly as the King and Queen of Egypt appear to have done.• 
137. The legend of Numa and Egeria points to a sacred grove rather than 

to a house as the scene of the nuptial union, celebrated annually as a charm to 
ensure the fertility not only of the earth but of man and beast. Now, according 
to some accounts, the scene of the marriage was no other than the sacred 
grove of Nemi, and on quite independent grounds we have been led to sup
pose that in that same grove the King of the Wood was w_edded to Diana. The 
coincidence suggests that the legendary union of the Roman king with Egeria 
may have been a reflection or duplicate of the union of the King of the Wood 
with Egeria or her double Diana. This does not imply that the Roman kings 
ever served as Kings of the Wood in the Arician grove, but only that they 
may originally have been invested with a sacred character of the same general 
kind, and may have beld office on similar terms. 

Our knowledge of the Roman kingship is far too scanty to allow us to affirm 
any one of these propositions with confidence; but at least there are some 
scattered hints or indications of a similarity in all these respects between the 
priests of Nemi and the kings of Rome, or perhaps rather between their re
mote predecessors in the dark ages which preceded the dawn of legend. 

138. In the first place, it would seem that the Roman king personated no 
less a deity than Jupiter himself. For down to imperial times victorious gen
erals celebrating a triumph; and magistrates presiding at the games in the 
Circus, wore the costume of Jupiter, which was borrowed for the occasion 
from his great temple on the Capitol; and it has been held with a high degree 
of probability both by ancients and moderns that in so doing they copied the 
traditionary attire and insignia of the Roman kings.1 They rode a chariot 
drawn by four laurel-crowned horses through the city, where every one else 
went on foot;2 they wore purple robes embroidered or spangled with gold; in 
the right hand they bore a branch of laurel and in the left hand an ivory 
sceptre topped with an eagle; a wreath of laurel crowned their brows; their 
face was reddened with vermilion; and over their head a siave held a heavy 
crown of massy gold fashioned in the likeness of oak leaves.3 In this attire the 
assimilation of the man to the god comes out above all in the eagle-topped 
sceptre, the oaken crown, and the reddened face. For the eagle was the bird 
of Jove, and the face of his image:standing in his four-horse chariot on the 
Capitol was in like manner regularly dyed red on festivals.4 

Thus, we may fairly assume that on certain solemn occasions Roman gen
erals and magistrates personated the supreme god, and that in so doing they 
revived the practice of the early kings. To us moderns such mimicry might 
appear impious, but it was otherwise with the ancients. To their thinking gods 
and men were akin, for many families traced their descent from a divinity, and 
the deification of a man probably seemed as little extraordinary to them as the 
canonisation of a saint seems to a modern Catholic. The Romans in particu-
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lar were quite familiar with the spectacle of men masquerading as spirits; for 
at the funerals of great houses all the illustrious dead of the family were per
sonated by men specially chosen for their resemblance to the departed. These 
representatives wore masks fashioned and painted in the likeness of the 
originals: they were dressed in rich robes of office, resplendent with purple 
and gold, such as the dead nobles had worn in their lifetime: like them, they 
rode in chariots through the city preceded by the rods and axes, and attended 
by all the pomp and heraldry of high station; and when at last the funeral 
procession, after threading its way through the crowded streets, defiled into 
the Forum, the maskers solemnly took their seats on ivory chairs placed for 
them on the platform of the Rostra, in the sight of the people, recalling no 
doubt to the old, by their silent presence, the memories of an illustrious past, 
and firing the young with the ambition of a glorious future. 5 

139. According to a tradition which we have no reason to reject, Rome was 
founded by settlers from Alba Longa, a city situated on the slope of the Alban 
hills, overlooking the lake and the Campagna.1 Hence if the Roman kings 
claimed to be representatives or embodiments of Jupiter, the god of the sky 
and of the thunder, it is natural to suppose that the kings of Alba, from whom 
the founder of Rome traced his descent, may have set up the same claim be
fore them; and, indeed, the Roman annals record that one of them, Romulus, 
Remulus, or Amulius Silvius by name, set up for being a god in his own per
son, the equal or superior of Jupiter. To support his pretensions and overawe 
his subjects, he constructed machines whereby he mimicked the clap of 
thunder and the flash of lightning. Diodorus relates that in the season of 
fruitage, when thunder is loud and frequent, the king commanded his soldiers 
to drown the roar of heaven's artillery by clashing their swords against their 
shields. But he paid the penalty of his impiety, for he perished, he and his 
house, struck by a thunderbolt in the midst of a dreadful storm. Swollen by 
the rain, the Alban lake rose in flood and drowned his palace. But still, says an 
ancient historian, when the water is low and the surface unrufiled by a breeze, 
you may see the ruins of the palace at the bottom of the clear lake.2 This 
legend points to a real eustom observed by the early kings of Greece and ltal), 
who like their fellows in Africa down to modem times may have been ex
pected to produce rain and thunder for the good of the crops.3 The priestly 
king Numa passed for an adept in the art of drawing down lightning from the 
sky.• Mock thunder, we know, has been made by various peoples as a rain
charm in modem times; why should it not have been made by kings in an
tiquity? At Rome the sluices of heaven were opened by means of a sacred 
stone, and the ceremony appears to have formed part of the ritual of Jupiter 
Elicius, the god who elicits from the clouds the flashing lightning and the drip
ping rain. 5 And who so well fitted to perform the ceremony as the king, the 
living representative of the sky-god? 

140. The conclusion which we have reached as to the kings of Rome and 
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Alba probably holds good of all the kings of ancient Latium: each of them, 
we rnay suppose, represented or embodied the local Jupiter. For we can 
hardly doubt that of old every Latin town or settlement had its own Jupiter, as 
every town and almost every church in modem Italy has its own Madonna; 
and like the Baal of the Semites the local Jupiter was commonly worshipped 
on high places. Wooded heights, round which the rain-clouds gather, were 
indeed the natural sanctuaries for a god of the sky, the rain, and the oak. At 
Rome he occupied one summit of the Capitoline hill, while the other summit 
was assigned to his wife Juno, whose temple, with the long flight of stairs 
leading up.to it, has for ages been appropriately replaced by the church of St. 
Mary "in the altar of the sky" (in Araceli) .1 That both heights were origi
nally wooded seems certain, for down to imperial times the saddle which 
joins them was known as the place "between the two groves."2 

141. If the kings of Rome aped Capitoline Jove, their predecessors the 
kings of Alba probably laid themselves out to mimic the great Latian Jupiter, 
who had his seat above the city on the summit of the Alban Mountain. Lat
inus, the legendary ancestor of the dynasty, was said to have been changed 
into Latian Jupiter after vanishing from the world in the mysterious fashion 
characteristic of the old Latin· kings. 1 The sanctuary of the god on the top of 
the mountain was the religious centre of the Latin League, as Alba was its 
political capital till Rome wrested the supremacy from its ancient rival. Ap
parently no temple, in our sense of the word, was ever erected to Jupiter on 
this his holy mountain; as god of the sky and thunder he appropriately re-

. ceived the homage of his worshippers in the open air. The massive wall, of 
which some remains still enclose the old garden of the Passionist monastery, 
seems to have been part of the sacred precinct which Tarquin the Proud, the 
last king of Rome, marked out for the solemn annual assembly of the Latin 
League.2 The god's oldest sanctuary on this airy mountain-top was a grove.8 

142. Since, then, we have seen reason to suppose that the Roman kings 
personated Jupiter, while Egeria is expressly said to have been an oak-nymph, 
the story of their· union in the sacred grove raises a presumption that at Rome 
in the regal period a ceremony was periodically performed exactly analogous 
to · that which was annually celebrated at Athens down to the time of Arls
totle.1 The marriage of the King of Rome to the oak-goddess, like the wedding 
of the vine-god to the Queen of Athens, must have been intended to quicken 
the growth of vegetation by homoeopathic magic. Of the two forms of the rite 
we can hardly doubt that the Roman was the older, and that long before the 
northern invaders met with the vine on the shores of the Mediterranean their 
forefathers had married the tree-god to the tree-goddess in the vast oak for
ests of Central and Northern Europe. 




